VILLE LUMlfiRE
the arrival was fantastic—a crowd of tiny sky-scrapers
clustering at the water's edge to watch the big ship coming
up the Bay; a slow dance of buildings, edging in front of
one another to see us rounding the Battery ; and then, at
some invisible wave of the wand, a piled city standing quite
motionless.  Etched on the winter sky, it seemed to wait,
struck into immobility and bearing its buildings up like
some enormous Caryatid.   The monstrous silhouette stood
waiting; and as the massed buildings stared across the
water, one saw for the first time architecture quite unadulter-
ated, sans background, foreground, scenery, or aids of any
kind—just architecture,  You knew at that instant why
Henry James, returning round-eyed from a lifetime of exile,
had once termed it " the pin-cushion in profile.'1   There
was no movement now.   For architecture is always still;
and its stillness somehow gave a queer effect,   One had an
odd fancy of enchantment, a sudden hint of some magic
word that had stilled guards, courtiers, stable-boys, ladies-
in-waiting, and princess, and left the castle towers staring
silently across the moat in the pale winter weather.
Yet there was movement somewhere; life still flutters
in deep gullies at the foot of those enormous towers*
For, if that fairy-tale is true, New York is the Unsleeping
Beauty.
But as yet she only seemed to wait, politely averted from
the dock, as if a thoughtful hostess should allow an interval
for new arrivals to dress more suitably for the ceremonious
moment of their introduction. Erect herself and plumed
like a debutante with feathers of white steam, the city
waited; and to the eager eye the sight was still related—
distantly, perhaps, but still related—to anticipation, One
could still believe some of the things that had been written
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